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And How To Play
DeFi Bank Tycoon is a game of building a DeFi
Bank Empire where you can potentially earn a
percentage of all the money that comes into the
game (The DeFi Bank Tycoon Game Treasury
Department - “The Treasury” - “Treasury Rewards”
).

The object of the game is to buy, sell, trade, finagle
your way to becoming a DeFi Bank Tycoon owning
as many DeFi Banks and Land Parcels (NFTs) as
possible.

Bank:



Land Parcel



To qualify to earn Treasury Rewards you need to
hold three things in your wallet:

Banks, Land Parcels and DBTYCOON Tokens

Each bank requires a land parcel to be in
qualification. In other words you need bank and
land parcel matches.

EXAMPLE: If you own 5 banks you need to also own
5 land parcels (to build the banks on). If you have 5
banks and only 4 parcels, only 4 banks/parcels
qualify, etc.

Think of the game in terms of poker as far as
qualifying for highest rewards.

EXAMPLES:

5 of the same bank on 5 of the same land parcels is
more valuable than 5 different banks or 5 different
land parcels.

https://www.dextools.io/app/en/bnb/pair-explorer/0xae0a98c78a2ef506e996fbdb990832eb6198a8b1?t=1715205984060


5 of the rarest banks on 5 of the rarest parcels is
more valuable than 5 less rare banks on less rare
parcels.

Quantities also count, so, for example 6 of the same
rare bank/rare parcel matches out-value 5 of the
same rare bank/rare parcel matches.

TIES: In case of a tie where each player has the
same hand the winner is whoever also holds the
most DBTYCOON tokens.

As the game progresses holding as much
DBTYCOON as possible will most likely be the edge
you will need to cash in on the weekly payouts.

An updated bank/parcel value chart can be found at
https://defibanktycoon.com/values

Every 7 days 80% of the Treasury’s holdings are
paid out to the top 77 players. So the goal is to be
one of the 77 biggest DeFi Bank Tycoons to qualify
for a share of the week’s Treasury payout.

https://defibanktycoon.com/values


WEEKLY PAYOUTS:

5% of the Treasury Payout goes to the top 2
Tycoons. And 1% of the Treasury Payout goes
to each of the rest of the qualifying Tycoons.

First Place (Biggest Tycoon) - 3%
2nd Place - 2%
The next 75 Players - 1% each

OTHER WAYS TO EARN:

Even if you aren’t one of the top 77 players for the
week (or even if you are) there are other ways also
to make money in DeFi Bank Tycoon Game.

You can potentially earn money simply by buying
and selling DeFi Bank Tycoon NFT’s.

You can also potentially earn money by buying and
selling and holding DBTYCOON Tokens. There is
a maximum supply of only 311,622 DBTYCOON
Tokens. So it’s very likely as DeFi Bank Tycoon



becomes more and more popular the price of
DBTYCOON may go higher.
DBTYCOON Token Chart
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